
SDG 3 Good Health and Well-being

With Gavin Knupp’s fatal accident caused by a suspected drunk driver, good health and well-being are powerfully

relevant to this case. Not only was Gavin Knupp’s health and well-being affected, but the cause of this effect was

another lack of well-being. Tyler Mailloux was seen drinking at the local bar with his mother and walking into the

parking lot. Video footage can not prove it was him getting behind the driver's seat, but it is suspected he did, and

his intoxication caused him to drive recklessly late at night and caused the death of innocent Gavin Knupp. The

Justice for Gavin movement began because of the mind-altering substances Tyler was on at the time, which affected

his health, therefore ending the life of Gavin Knupp.

SDG Goal 4 Quality Education
The Justice for Gavin campaign can go hand-in-hand with the fourth goal, education. Education aims to inform the
public about the situation, what happened, and what has been done to work towards a consensus. Bringing
awareness to the situation can help make changes and get justice for Gavin. Awareness of the situation could also
bring policy changes in communities dealing with injustice.

SDG 8 Decent Worth and Economic Growth

The conflict has begun to affect local businesses and establishments. The people behind the hit-and-run own major

food establishments in the area, and because of that, people have been boycotting their establishments and

protesting against them. Even businesses not associated with them have been affected. Local companies that openly

support the corporation have been negatively affected. These boycotts affect the employed personnel in negative

ways. Companies that openly support the Justice for Gavin Foundation have been involved more positively because

the people entering their establishment are also supporters of the Foundation.

SDG 10 Reduced Inequalities

The United Nations SDG for reducing inequalities and ensuring no one is le� behind directly relates to Gavins

Knupp's movement for justice. Gavin's Campaign seeks equal opportunity by raising awareness of the issue with the

community's help through protests at Maryland State Attorney’s offices. This is a similar agenda that the UN is

seeking out through its target goal of eliminating policies and practices by promoting appropriate legislation.

SDG 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities

The Justice for Gavin movement supports making the Ocean Pines community safer by putting pressure on the

corrupt authorities to take responsibility for their and their family’s actions. It also puts pressure on the police to be

honest about what they know and arrest criminals rather than giving in to pressure from prominent families. The

movement will also support affected families and help the community become more resilient to recover from the

tragedies hidden by the authorities.

SDG 16 Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions

Sustainable Development Goal 16 shares many objectives that the Justice for Gavin campaign has been striving for

since July 2022. Since the passing of Gavin Knupp in the summer of 2022, the Justice for Gavin campaign headed by



Gavin’s mother, Tiffany Knupp, has been advocating for accountability and due process in hopes of honoring her son.

The importance of peace and justice reaches well beyond the Ocean Pines community, yet the region has felt the

weight of grief for almost a year without giving up its pleas. By holding ceremonies, creating a memorial at the

accident scene, and honoring Gavin through scholarships and fundraisers, Justice for Gavin has remained dedicated

to preserving the peace and assuring justice for Gavin.

SDG 17 Partnerships for the Goals

Various local, national, and global partnerships have been created through the Justice for Gavin campaign. Locally,

the Ocean Pines and Ocean City have partnered up and decided not to eat at certain local businesses tied to the

man's family that hit Gavin. On the other hand, partnerships have been made between local government and law

enforcement, hence why no one has been convicted of a crime yet regarding the murder of Gavin. Also, there is a list

circling Facebook of local businesses that support the Justice for Gavin campaign.


